circuits each pulse type -were executed. In the sections below, we investigate how the 132 existence of two distinct pulse modes affects our understanding of courtship song 133 patterning and perception in D. melanogaster. 134
Summary 1
Deciphering how brains generate behavior depends critically on an accurate description 2 of behavior. If distinct behaviors are lumped together, separate modes of brain activity 3 can be wrongly attributed to the same behavior. Alternatively, if a single behavior is split 4 into two, the same neural activity can appear to produce different behaviors [1] . Here, 5
we address this issue in the context of acoustic communication in Drosophila. During 6 courtship, males utilize wing vibration to generate time-varying songs, and females 7 evaluate songs to inform mating decisions [2] [3] [4] . Drosophila melanogaster song was 8 thought for 50 years to consist of only two modes, sine and pulse, but using new 9 unsupervised classification methods on large datasets of song recordings, we now 10 establish the existence of at least three song modes: two distinct, evolutionary 11 conserved pulse types, along with a single sine mode. We show how this seemingly 12 subtle distinction profoundly affects our interpretation of the mechanisms underlying 13 song production, perception and evolution. Specifically, we show that sensory feedback 14 from the female influences the probability of producing each song mode and that male 15 song mode choice affects female responses and contributes to modulating his song 16 amplitude with distance [5] . At the neural level, we demonstrate how the activity of three 17 separate neuron types within the fly's song pathway differentially affect the probability of 18 producing each song mode. Our results highlight the importance of carefully segmenting 19 behavior to accurately map the underlying sensory, neural, and genetic mechanisms. 20
Results 21

Drosophila melanogaster courtship song comprises at least three, not two, 22 distinct song modes 23
Manual inspection of song recordings have identified two distinct song modes in 24
Drosophila melanogaster: sine song, which consists of a sustained sinusoidal 25 oscillation, and pulse song, which comprises trains of short impulses (ref) . Based on this 26 observation, automated methods were developed to effectively detect and segment 27 these two modes of song (Arthur et al.) , and using this software, large data sets have 28 been analyzed to link both genes and neural activity with song patterns [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . However, 29
the claim that song comprises only two modes has never been tested using statistical 30
methods, leaving open the possibility that more than two modes exist (as has been 31 suggested for other Drosophila species, [10] ). We therefore took a more unbiased 32 approach and clustered 25 millisecond waveforms of previously collected raw song 33 recordings [9] . We first classified each sample as signal or noise based on signal 34 amplitudes that exceeded background noise (33% of the waveforms passed this 35 criterion); no other constraints on waveform shape were imposed ( Figure 1A , see STAR 36
Methods for details). We then aligned the signal samples to their peak energy, 37 normalized them to correct for differences in waveform amplitude (induced by variations 38 in the intensity of male singing or his position relative to the microphone), and adjusted 39 their sign so that the waveform was positive immediately preceding the peak (this was 40 done because waveform inversions are likely caused by changes in male position 41 relative to the microphone) ( Figure 1B) . The resulting set of ~20,000 normalized signals 42 from 47 wild type males of the strain NM91 contained courtship song as well as non-43 song noises originating from grooming, jumping or other behaviors. 44
45
To facilitate the classification and the visualization of the waveforms, we reduced the 46 dimensionality of the data set using t-distributed stochastic neighbor embedding (tSNE) 47 [11, 12] . The tSNE method is a nonlinear dimensionality reduction method that 48 preserves local similarity structure in a data set and is therefore particularly suited for 49 classification. We clustered the low-dimensional representation of our signals in two 50 steps. First, we partitioned the signal distribution along local minima using the 51 watershed algorithm ( Figure 1C ). This procedure initially yielded seven clusters which 52 represent an over-partitioning of the waveform space, since it cuts the signal space 53 along relatively weak local minima and thereby assigns relatively similar waveforms to 54 different clusters. We therefore employed a second hierarchical clustering step to 55 consolidate the watershed clusters based on the similarity of their centroids ( Figure 1D ) 56 and we chose the number of modes based on the similarity of the waveforms in the 57 watershed clusters ( Figure 1E ). This resulted in four distinct signal modes ( Figure 1D ): i) 58
A "noise" mode lumps all signals that lack common structure across exemplars. ii) A 59 "sine" mode joins three clusters that contain waveforms with sustained oscillations that 60 tile a continuum of carrier frequencies between 120 and 180Hz (Supplemental Figure  61 1B). The three sine clusters all contain similar waveforms as indicated by the strongly 62 overlapping and high correlation values ( Figure 1E , right). This justifies them being 63 merged into a single sine song mode by the hierarchical cluster algorithm. iii) A "pulse" 64 mode with relatively slow (200-250Hz) and symmetrical waveforms connects two very 65 similar clusters with either a stronger leading or lagging lobe. These two clusters form a 66 single pulse mode, since the waveforms are highly correlated (see Figure 1E , left), and 67 they are thus joined by the hierarchical cluster algorithm. iv) A second "pulse" mode that 68 in contrast to the previous one is biphasic (asymmetric) with faster oscillations (250-69 400Hz). This pulse mode is highly dissimilar with the previous pulse mode (correlation 70 values centered around zero, Figure 1E , right) indicating that it forms a distinct pulse 71 mode. We term the two pulse modes "P slow " and "P fast ", accordingly. Note that while 72 there is considerable variability within each song mode, the modes are clearly distinct 73 from each other. 74
75
To facilitate analyses of the production, perception and evolution of these two pulse 76 types within Drosophila, we developed a simpler and more efficient pulse type classifier. 77
The method takes as input pulses and sines detected from an automatic song 78 segmenter [13]which can detect both pulse types with high speed and reliability 79 (detection rates: 78% for all pulses, Supplemental Figure 1B , 80% for P slow , 77% for 80 P fast )and then classifies returned pulses based on their similarity with templates 81 derived from the tSNE analysis pipeline (Figure 2A and Supplemental Figure 1C , see 82 STAR methods for details). This classifier reliably and efficiently reproduces the 83 classification from the full analysis pipeline into the slow, symmetrical P slow and the fast, 84 asymmetrical P fast in all individual males of eight geographically diverse wild type 85 strains, suggesting that the existence of two pulse types is common across isolates of 86 Drosophila melanogaster ( Figure 2B , Supplemental Figures 1D, 2A, B) . 87
88
We next ran several control analyses to ensure that the two pulse types were not data 89 recording or analysis artifacts. First, we were able to recover both pulse types when 90 using linear (as opposed to nonlinear) dimensionality reduction (principal component 91 analysis instead of tSNE, Figure 2C ) and also when omitting parts of the normalization 92 procedure, demonstrating that our finding does not crucially depend on the details of our 93 analysis pipeline (Supplemental Figure 2C ). In addition, the existence of two pulse types 94 could be due to the male changing his position relative to the directional microphones 95 used to record song. However, when we induced singing via thermogenetic activation of 96 P1 song pathway neurons in a tethered male walking on a spherical treadmill [5] -97 thereby fixing his position relative to the microphonewe still observed both pulse 98 types ( Figure 2D ). Lastly, we examined the fly's pose during singing and found that the 99 two pulse types are associated with distinct, largely unilateral, wing positions ( Figure  100 2E-F): P slow is produced with one wing fully extended (ca. 70°) while P fast is produced 101 most often with one wing only weakly extended (ca. 20°). Together, these analyses 102 demonstrate that the P slow and P fast are separate song modes, likely to be produced by 103 separate motor programs. 104
105
What is the function of the minimally extended wing? To answer that question, we 106 recorded song from males that had one wing cut (either left or right). These males 107 showed a reduction of singing to ~50% of intact males (Supplemental Figure 2D ). While 108 these males still produced both pulse types, the individuality of these pulses was 109 strongly reduced (Supplemental Figure 2E , F). This suggests that the existence of two 110 wings increases the individuality of pulse shapes produced by males and hence the 111 function of the 2 nd wing may be to make the pulse shape more idiosyncratic. However, 112
we observed no strong effect of cutting one wing on pulse variability (Supplemental 113 Figure 2G ). 114
115
How do the two pulse types -P fast and P slowin Drosophila melanogaster compare to 116 the pulse types produced in close relatives [10] ? We applied our analysis pipeline to 117 song data from two related species, Drosophila simulans and Drosophila mauritiana 118
( Figure 2G ). Since the pulses in D. simulans and D. mauritiana are about twice as fast 119 as D. melanogaster, we adapted the automated song segmentation and pulse 120 normalization procedure to reliably detect and classify pulses in these related species only by frequency: P slow and P fast are shifted from ~220 to ~470 Hz and from ~350Hz to 127 670 Hz with only small differences between D. simulans and D. mauritiana ( Figure 2J ). 128
The existence of P fast and P slow in all three species supports the following model for the 129 evolution of pulse shape in the melanogaster species group: D. simulans and D. 130 mauritiana increased the speed with which two ancestral motor primitivesone for 131 and female was the strongest predictor of pulse type ( Figure 3C ). Males from eight 144 different wild type strains consistently bias toward producing P fast at larger distances 145 from the female ( Figure 3D ). In addition, we observed that blind males (but not deaf or 146 pheromone insensitive males) produce a significantly higher fraction of P fast pulses 147 ( Figure 3E ), indicating that vision plays a role in the choice between P slow and P fast . This 148 builds on previous work that demonstrated males produce sine song when close to the 149 female [9] we now see that males continually bias toward modes with fasterand 150 higher intensity --wing movements, as their distance from the female increases ( Figure  151 3F). We tested each pulse mode for evidence of amplitude modulation with distance [5] 152 and found that while P fast amplitude increases with distance (males ratchet up P fast 153 amplitude as they get farther from the female without changing pulse shape (Figures 154 3H,J), P slow amplitude modulation was comparatively weak ( Figure 3G ). Taken together, 155 these data suggest a reinterpretation of previous work on amplitude modulation [5] : the 156 behavior is driven by at least two processes-the choice to sing the softer or the louder 157 pulse type (P slow vs P fast ) coupled with analog modulation of P fast amplitude. 158 159
Females slow in response to all three song modes 160
The correlation between the frequency of a song mode and its amplitude ( Figure 3F ) 161 suggests that males may switch between song types simply as a strategy to produce 162 song signals of different intensities. The modes, however, could also exert different 163 effects on female behavior. Previous studies have shown that both sine and pulse song 164 are correlated with a reduction of locomotor speed in sexually receptive females, and 165 that this correlation depends on females being able to hear the male song [6, 9] . We 166 examined female locomotor speed relative to the amount of each song mode the male 167 produced (per 30 seconds of courtshipprevious studies showed that the strongest 168 correlation between male song and female speed was on timescales of tens of seconds 169 [6] ). We found that all three song modes were correlated with a reduction in female 170 speed, but in a context-dependent manner. P slow and sine were correlated with 171 reductions in female speed across a wide range of distances, whereas P fast was 172 correlated with a reduction in female speed, but only when males were far away from 173 females (and then only weakly ( Figure 3J) ). All three modes were correlated with 174 increases in female speed when produced very close to the female. These results only 175 emerge when examining correlations relative to male-female distance (Supplemental 176 Figure 3A -C). That P slow and P fast differentially affect female behavior suggests that they 177 have different "meanings" for the female. Further elucidation of the differential roles of 178 P slow and P fast on female behavior will likely require higher resolution readouts of female 179 postural movement changes [12, 15] . The reclassification of male courtship song 180 therefore also has implications for the study of auditory perception in the female 181 nervous system. 182
183
Song pathway neurons modulate the choice between song modes 184
Above, we showed that males select between pulse types based on sensory feedback 185 ( Figure 3C , D), and that these two pulse types correspond to different wing poses 186 ( Figure 2E ). This suggests that neurons within the fly's song pathway can bias the 187 motor output towards one of the three song modes. To test this hypothesis, we focused 188 on three previously characterized neurons implicated in driving wing extension or specific Fruitless + neurons that descend from the brain to the ventral nerve cord (VNC) 192
[18], and ps1, a Doublesex+ wing muscle motor neuron in the ventral nerve cord [8] . 193
194
Either P1 or pIP10 neural activation results in song production, even in the absence of a 195 female [5, 18] . P1 neurons are known to be involved not only in song production, but 196 also in the integration of pheromonal and visual signals from the female [17, [19] [20] [21] , the 197 production of aggressive behaviors [22] , and overall mating drive [23] . We reasoned 198 that when males are close to females, P1 activity should be elevated, since the 199 pheromonal and visual cues provided by the female should be particularly strong. Since, 200 males bias towards both sine song and P slow production when close to the female ( [9] , 201 To investigate how the activation of P1 and pIP10 affects the probability of producing 207 the three different song modes, we used csChrimson [24] to optogenetically stimulate 208 each neuron type in solitary males. We chose an LED stimulation protocol in which we 209 tested varying duty cycles (DCs) between 0.1 and 0.9 during three-second long trials, 210 thereby leaving either very long pauses (DC=0.1 corresponds to a pause of 2700ms) or 211 very short pauses (DC=0.9 corresponds to a pause of 300ms) between subsequent 212 stimulationsin other words, short DCs correspond to weaker stimulation and long DCs 213 to stronger stimulation. Consistent with the idea that P1 encodes female proximity, 214 males produced mainly sine song during P1 activation, while both P fast and P slow were 215 largely suppressed ( Figure 4B 1,2 , 4C 1,2 ). We observed this effect for two different 216 genetic drivers that target P1 neurons: R71G01 [25] and a split GAL4 driver termed P1a 217
[22] (Supplemental Figure 4B ). Interestingly, for P1a, sine song was only dominant for 218 DCs <0.8; at higher DCs, pulse song was more dominant, suggesting sine production 219 requires a pause between stimulations (Supplemental Figure 4A stimulation were sufficiently long (DCs ≤ 0.9). Consistent with these results, we also 231 found that pIP10 inactivation (using either Kir2.1 [26] or TNT [27]) during courtship with 232 a female decreased P fast production ( Figure 4E ). We found that the probability of 233 producing P slow was largely independent of optogenetic stimulus duration, whereas the 234 opposite was true for P fast : for short DCs (<0.6) we observed high peak probabilities, 235 sets of motor neurons have been shown to be involved in either sine or pulse song [8] . 253
Inactivation of the ps1 motor neuron reduces both pulse amplitude and carrier 254 frequency [8] . This effect would be consistent with ps1 being involved in P fast production, 255 since P fast is the louder and faster of the two pulse types. Since activation of ps1 alone 256 does not generate song, we instead silenced ps1 using tetanus toxin (TNT), and paired 257 males with females to determine the effect of ps1 silencing on song production. We 258 found that ps1 inactivation does not have a strong effect on the shape of either P slow or 259 P fast ( Figure 4H ), and only a subtle effect on the frequency of P slow , but not P fast , pulses 260 (Supplemental Figure 4E , F). Instead, silencing ps1 strongly affects the switching 261 between P slow and P fast with distance ( Figure 4F ), and thereby reduces the amount of 262 P fast pulses being produced ( Figure 4G ): wild type flies bias away from P slow with 263 increasing distance but ps1 inactivated flies continue to sing P slow even when far from 264 the female. ps1 inactivation also reduces the amplitude of both pulse types ( Figure 4H ) 265 [5] . This implies that although ps1 is not strictly necessary for P fast production -~10% of 266 pulses are still of the P fast type and these P fast pulses are indistinguishable from wild 267 Rather than being a reflex-like behavior, song production relies on the integration of 288 multiple sensory cues [5, 9] and discriminating between P slow and P fast now reveals a 289 novel layer of song control. Previous studies had shown that, similar to humans, 290
Drosophila males increase the amplitude of their acoustic communication signals based 291 on a visual estimate of distance to the receiver [5] . Analyzing the effect of distance on 292 both pulse types separately, we now find that visual information mediates this amplitude 293 modulation using two separate control mechanisms: First, a digital/binary control system 294 biases pulse production towards the louder P fast when far from the female ( Figure 3D ). 295
And second, an analog control system upregulates P fastbut not P slowamplitude with 296 distance ( Figure 3G ). The strong interaction between the carrier frequency of each song 297 mode and its amplitude ( Figure 3F ) suggests that mechanical constraints may facilitate 298 the production of loud signals at higher carrier frequencies. These two modes of control 299 are likely implemented through distinct circuits, and hence discriminating the two pulse 300 types is important for understanding the neural basis of this behavior. 301
302
Cataloguing all song modes is also important for dissecting the neural circuits driving 303 song production. Female proximity cues activate the song command neuron P1 [17, 19] 304 and using optogenetics, we have shown that activation of P1 biases solitary males 305 towards singing more sine song ( Figure 4B 1,2 , C 1,2 )which is naturally produced when 306 the male is closest to the female [9] . However, P1 activation had no strong effect on the 307 choice between P slow and P fast , suggesting that pulse choice is implemented elsewhere 308 in the circuit ( Figure 4B latencies. This suggests that a static analysis of song production based on the 318 activation or inactivation of song command neurons is insufficient to understand how 319 song is produced in Drosophila. Rather, the activity dynamics of different elements of 320 the song pathway shape what is sung and when. 321 322 ps1 was a motor neuron previously implicated in setting the frequency and amplitude of 323 pulses [8] . By segmenting the behavior to identify multiple pulse types, we find instead 324 that this motor neuron does not strongly affect the parameters of each song mode 325 ( Figure 4I ) (similar to the results with P1 and pIP10 activation, Supplemental Figure 4C , 326 D), but rather the choice of which pulse type to produce relative to the distance to the 327 female ( Figure 4F ). This suggests that this neuron represents one of the ends of the 328 pathway that connects visual information with pulse choice. Further studies into the 329 activity of command neurons, motor neurons, and muscles [8, 18, 33, 34] during singing 330 will shed additional light onto the circuits choosing and shaping the three song modes. 331
332
We also found that females slow differentially to P slow and P fast ( Figure 3J , Supplemental 333 Figure 3 ), and that this slowing depends on the context: females reduce their locomotor 334 speed to P fast only when it is sung at farther distances ( Figure 3J ). This demonstrates 335 that distinguishing between pulse types matters for studying the perception of song as 336 well. Future experiments that allow precise control over the sensory cues available to 337 the femalee.g. through sound playbackare necessary to elucidate the sensory 338 source of the differential slowing response and ultimately its neural basis. 
CONTACT FOR REAGENTS AND RESOURCE SHARING
Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the Lead Contact, Mala Murthy (mmurthy@princeton.edu).
EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS Animals
If not stated otherwise, virgin male and female flies were isolated within 6 hours of eclosion and aged for 3-7 days prior to experiments. Flies were raised on a 12:12 dark:light cycle, at 25˚C and 60% humidity. 
METHOD DETAILS
Behavioral chamber
Behavioral chambers were constructed as previously described [1] [2] [3] . For optogenetic activation experiments we used a modified chamber whose floor was lined with white plastic mesh and equipped with 16 recording microphones. To prevent the LED light from interfering with the video recording and tracking, we used a short-pass filter (Thorlabs FESH0550, cut-off wavelength: 550 nm). For the analysis of fly pose during the production of all three song modes we recorded video at 100 frames per second (instead of 60 frames per second as in all other recordings) and designed a novel chamber with a domed lid and a flat floor that was lined with fine nylon mesh (Ted Pella Nylon 300 Mesh) instead of the coarse mesh used for the other recordings. This created a clean background and allowed us to resolve fine details of the fly body like the wing. When recording with a female, males were painted on the thorax with a white dot 20h prior to experiment under cold anesthesia for identification of sex during tracking. Flies were introduced gently into the chamber using an aspirator. Recordings were timed to be within 150 minutes of the behavioral incubator lights switching on to catch the morning activity peak. Recordings were stopped after 30 minutes or earlier if copulation occurred. If males did not sing in the first 5 minutes of the recording, the experiment was discarded.
Inactivation of song command and motor neurons
Tetanus toxin (TNT) was used for chronic inactivation of the motorneuon driving the direct wing muscle ps1 [4] , with an inactivated TNT (TNT-in) as a negative control. Tetanus toxin (TNT) and the inward-rectifying Potassium channel K ir 2.1 were used to inactivate the song command neuron pIP10 during courtship [5] .
Optogenetic activation
Flies were kept for at least 3 days prior to the experiment on fly food supplanted with retinal (1ml all-trans retinal solution (100mM in 95% ethanol) per 100ml food). CsChrimson [6] was activated using a 627 nm LED (Luxeon Star) at an intensity of 0.46 mW/mm 2 (driving voltage 3.2V). Stimulus period 3sec, 9 duty cycles (DCs) ranging between 0.1 and 0.9, filling between 300 and 2700ms of the period with constant LED illumination. Each DC was presented in randomized blocks of 90s (30 trials each). Since optogenetic activation experiments were performed using solitary males, recordings were not timed to peaks in circadian activity. Sound recording and video were synchronized by positioning a red LED that blinked with a predetermined temporal pattern in the field-of-view of the camera and whose driving voltage was recorded alongside the song.
QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS Song segmentation and tracking
Both tracking of flies and segmentation of song recordings were performed as previously described [1] [2] [3] . Pulses were detected with high detection rates (true positive rates 78%, 74%, 85% for D. melanogaster, simulans and mauritiana) and few false detections (false positive rate ~2% for D. melanogaster and D. simulans, 6% for D. mauritiana because some pairs produced substantial movement noise during courtship) (Supplemental Figure 1B) . The song segmenter (with the parameters used in [1] , not those of [7] -see [8] for a comparison of segmenter performance with these different parameters) for D. melanogaster detected P fast and P slow with similar high rates without requiring any modifications (77% and 80%, respectively). Note that we extended the song segmenter to now also classify pulses into P fast and P slow (available at https://github.com/murthylab/songSegmenter, see below). For segmenting the pulses produced by D. simulans and D. mauritiana we modified the segmenter by building strain specific pulse models from sets of manually annotated data (~500 pulses per strain).
Waveform selection for segmented pulses
For D. melanogaster, pulse waveforms were extracted from the recordings by taking 25.1 ms (251 samples at 10kHz) around the pulse center detected by the song segmenter from the channel on which the pulse was recorded with the highest energy. For the much shorter pulses produced by D. simulans and D. mauritiana, 25.1 ms around the pulse peak contained mostly noise. We therefore upsampled the waveforms to 20kHz and extracted the same 251 samples -now corresponding to 12.55 msaround the pulse center.
Waveform selection for unbiased analysis of song waveforms
For the unbiased analysis of song structure, we selected waveforms from the raw recordings without using the song segmenter. As a first step, all 9 recording channels were merged by choosing the signal from the channel with the highest absolute value in 5ms windows. To avoid our analysis being drowned out by background noise (up to 90% of a song recording can contain no song), we chose only signals that exceeded the energy of the recording noise. Sound energy was calculated by estimating the signal envelope using the Hilbert transform, transforming it to a logarithmic scale and then smoothing it using a sliding window lasting 100ms. The logarithmic transformation produced an energy distribution that resembled a mixture of two Gaussians, one corresponding to baseline noise and one corresponding to song signals. We fitted a Gaussian mixture model with two components to the distribution energy values and identified as "signal" the component with the higher mean energy. From all time points classified as signal we then extracted 25ms long, non-overlapping waveforms. Note that the resulting data set contained many snippets that contained only noise if they were at the very beginning of or between song bouts. not as strong and hence clustering was not as reproducible as with tSNE. Consequently, we chose to use tSNE embedding for all analyses.
Waveform clustering
To identify groups of similar pulses, we clustered the waveforms in two steps: 1. The 2D distribution of data was partitioned using the watershed algorithm, which cuts a distribution along local minima. To that end we estimated the distribution of the tSNE-embedded pulses using kernel density estimation (matlab function mvksdensity), with the bandwidth chosen automatically by the algorithm ( Figure  1C ). This resulted in seven clusters (thin lines in Figure 1C and cluster waveforms in Figure 1D ), some of which exhibited highly similar mean waveforms ( Figure 1E ) indicating that this first step overpartitioned the waveform space. 2. We therefore consolidated these watershed clusters using hierarchical clustering of the cluster centroids (matlab function clusterdata). When clustering only the pulses detected by the song segmenter (Figure 2A) , the resulting cluster trees always revealed a simple bipartite structure and we hence chose a clustering cutoff that produced two modes. For the unbiased analysis of song waveforms ( Figure 1D ), the cluster tree revealed four principal waveform shapes corresponding to noise, sine song and the two pulse types. Cluster consolidation a. joins three sine clusters, which is supported by them containing all similar waveforms ( Figure 1E , left) b. joins two P slow clusters but leaves the P fast separate, which is again supported by the waveforms in the P slow clusters being highly similar and those in the P fast cluster being highly dissimilar to those of P slow . Note that there exists a myriad of approaches for clustering data. Watershed plus consolidation using hierarchical clustering on the centroids produced the most robust clustering. Direct agglomerative clustering of the tSNE embedded datawithout first using the watershed cluster stepalso results in four clusters (not shown), but these clusters are not as "clean"for instance, the P fast mode extends into the noise cluster. Direct clustering on the unbiased set of waveforms yields unreliable results, likely because of the large variability of waveforms in this data set (it includes noise).
The full analysis pipeline yielded near-identical results across different runs -individual pulses were almost always assigned to the same cluster with very high probability (adjusted Rand index ~0.97). Code illustrating all steps of the pipeline is available at https://murthylab.github.io/pulseTypePipeline/.
Template-based pulse type classifier
Normalized pulses from the D. melanogaster wild type strain NM91 were projected onto the centroids of the P slow and P fast clusters and a quadratic boundary separating both pulse types was obtained using quadratic discriminant analysis cross-validated using an 80:20 partition into training and test data (Supplemental Figure 1C) . The classifier performs well on the test data and generalizes well to different D. melanogaster strains (Supplemental Figure 1D) . It is therefore a fast and robust method for classifying pulses that does not require the computationally extensive pipeline outlined above. Code for building and evaluating the classifier is available at: https://github.com/murthylab/pulseTypeClassifier. The classifier has also been integrated into the song segmenter software (available at https://github.com/murthylab/songSegmenter).
Characterization of pulse shapes
Song pulses are transient signals and their raw magnitude spectra are relatively broad ( Figure 2B, Supplemental Figure 4E ). Accordingly, the peak frequency of the spectrum is an unreliable measure of pulse carrier frequency. We hence used the center of mass of the magnitude spectra thresholded at e -1 =0.37 as a measure of frequency. The values obtained tended to closely resemble 1) the spectral peak frequencies in cases of sufficiently peaked spectra (e.g. for most instances of P slow ) and 2) the carrier frequency values extracted from fits of Gabor functions to the pulse waveforms (not shown), demonstrating that the center of mass faithfully extracts the pulse carrier frequency. A pulse symmetry index was calculated as the dot product of the first half of the pulse and the flipped second half of the pulse. Positive indices correspond to even symmetry and negative indices to odd symmetry. Pulse amplitudes were normalized for the gain of individual microphones as described in [2] .
Identification of sensory cues driving pulse choice
The GLM analysis for identifying the song features driving the choice between P slow and P fast was performed as in [2] .
Amplitude modulation plots
We evaluated the relation between pulse amplitude and distance to the pulse at a delay of 470ms since the distance at this delay is most predictive of pulse amplitude [2] . Distance was binned between 1.75 and 10.25 mm in 0.5mm steps and the mean pulse amplitude (and its standard error) were calculated for each. The first three pulses of each train were excluded from the analysis since flies do not modulate pulse amplitude at pulse train start [2] . Distance bins with <50 pulses across all flies were excluded before calculating r 2 values.
Analysis of optogenetic activation data
The song probability traces ( Figure 4B, Supplemental Figure 4A ) were constructed by calculating the fraction of trials (for each time bin, pooled across all fies) during which a male produced sine, P slow or P fast . Traces do not add up to 1.0 since there are trials during which males did not sing any song. Song probability traces and male speed were down sampled to 400Hz and smoothed with a sliding Gaussian kernel lasting 150ms with standard deviation σ=64ms.
DATA AND SOFTWARE AVAILABILITY
Song segmenter with pulse classifier: https://github.com/murthylab/songSegmenter. Stand-alone pulse classifier: https://github.com/murthylab/pulseTypeClassifier. Script illustrating the analysis pipeline: https://murthylab.github.io/pulseTypePipeline/.
Raw data is available upon reasonable request from the Lead Contact, Mala Murthy (mmurthy@princeton.edu) Figure 1 : Drosophila melanogaster courtship song comprises three, not two, modes A During courtship, the male chases the female and produces a courtship song through unilateral wing vibrations. Shown are male (gray) and female (magenta) traces during courtship. Song recording (right) with background noise (grey) and signals (black) from a wild type D. melanogaster male. B Non-overlapping signal chunks (25ms duration) were extracted (top) and then normalized (middle) to scale all signals to the same peak amplitude and to flip the sign of signal waveforms such that the largest peak prior to the pulse center is always positive. Variation in signal amplitude or sign could be due to the male's position relative to the microphone. Here we show a random subset of 86 out of all 21,104 chunks. After clustering, signals produced by males during courtship fall into four classes: non-song noises (grey), sine (blue), P slow (red) and P fast (orange). C We reduced the dimensionality of 21,104 waveforms from 47 individual males of the D. melanogaster strain NM91 using t-distributed stochastic neighbor embedding (tSNE) and the resulting two-dimensional distribution (density color coded, see colorbar) of signals was partitioned using the watershed algorithm. This yielded seven clusters, which upon inspection of the waveforms, correspond to noise, sine song (three clusters) and two distinct pulse song modes -P slow (two clusters) and P fast (see text labels). Thick white lines mark the main mode boundaries after cluster consolidation (see D) and thin white lines mark the submodes within each main mode. D Hierarchical clustering of the average waveform for each watershed cluster (centroids, thick black lines) supports the grouping of clusters into 4 main modes. Horizontal distance in the tree (left) corresponds to the dissimilarity between cluster centroids. Thin colored lines (right) show individual waveforms for each cluster. The waveforms corresponding to non-song noises (grey) are highly heterogeneous and have in common only the peak in energy to which they were aligned. Three sine song clusters (blue) mainly differ in frequency and constitute a continuum of waveforms. Note the second sine cluster is heterogeneous. Two P slow clusters (red) differ only in their asymmetry, with more weight on either the negative lobe leading (bottom) or lagging (top) relative to the main positive peak. P fast (orange) joins all fast and biphasic pulses. E Similarity between all pulse waveforms (left) or all sine waveforms (right) obtained from the watershed clustering ( Figure 1C ). Similarity was computed by correlating all pulse or sine waveforms with the centroids for one of the clusters (the waveform used for correlation is thicker in the inset). Distributions do not strongly depend on which of the clusters was chosen as a template for correlation. The distribution for the pulse clusters is bimodal: the two P slow clusters strongly overlap and have high correlation values with the centroid, indicating that they belong to a single song mode. The P fast pulses exhibit projection values onto the P slow centroid symmetrically distributed around 0, indicating very low similarity with the P slow pulses and supporting its classification into a distinct pulse song mode. By contrast, the distribution for all three sine song clusters (right) is skewed towards high values and all three distributions overlap strongly, indicating that sine song constitutes a single song mode.
Figure 2: Song pulses can be separated into P fast and P slow across strains and species, and each corresponds to a distinct wing pose
A Two-dimensional tSNE of all pulses detected by the automated segmenter reveals a clear separation of the detected pulses into P slow (red) and P fast (orange). Shown are 71,029 pulses from 47 males of the D. melanogaster strain NM91. Black waveforms correspond to the average waveform of all pulses classified as P slow (top) or P fast (bottom), respectively. B Average waveforms (top) and spectra (bottom) of P fast and P slow for all eight D. melanogaster strains investigated (see Methods for strain names). C The P fast versus P slow distinction is evident upon inspection of individual pulses (top). Shown are 32 randomly selected, normalized pulses from NM91 males. Both pulse types are also separable using a linear dimensionality reduction technique -PCA (bottom). Plotted is the distribution of projection values of all 71,029 NM91 pulses onto the first principal component. Pulses (top) and projection values (bottom) are colored by the pulse type they were classified as (see legend). D Pulses driven by thermogenetic activation of P1 neurons [1] in either solitary males (purple), males courting a female (green), or males tethered and walking on a ball (pink). Flies experienced open-loop visual stimulation matching the natural statistics of female motion on the male retina during courtship [2] . In all three conditions, both pulse types occur though with varying probability (left). Pulse shapes for P slow (top right) and P fast (bottom right) are nearly indistinguishable for all three conditions. E Pose of flies during the production of sine, P slow and P fast . Shown is the average, mean subtracted frame at the time of the peak amplitude of sine and pulses, respectively (100Hz frame rate, 25 px/mm). Frames were oriented such that the male faces rightward, and flipped such that maximally extended wing is up. Both sine (left) and P slow (middle) are produced with a strongly extended wing while P fast (right) is produced with the wing held closer to the body. F Polar histograms of the angle of the maximally (top) and minimally (bottom) extended wing during sine (blue), P slow (red) and P fast (orange) production. Distribution of the maximal wing angles for sine and P slow are similar (50-70°). The distribution of P fast angles has a main mode at 5-30° and a smaller second mode overlapping with the angles observed for sine and P slow . Minimal wing angles (bottom) overlap for all three song modes. Drosophila melanogaster song is thought to be produced by unilateral wing vibration -the minimally extended wing is therefore likely silent. Data in E, F: A sine, B P slow and C P fast events for from 34 individuals of the D. melanogaster strain NM91. G Phylogenetic tree of the melanogaster species subgroup (reproduced from [3] ). The species investigated here are highlighted in bold font. 
Figure 3: The choice between P slow and P fast is driven by sensory feedback and this choice impacts female responses
A When starting a pulse train with one pulse type, males continue to sing that type more than expected by chance. To estimate chance level, the sequence of pulse types was randomly permuted (shuffled) for each fly. Mean ± SEM across 8 D. melanogaster strains. N=315 flies. B The persistence observed in (A) leads to more pulse trains containing only one pulse type than would be expected by chance (original: 0.42±0.11, shuffled: 0.10±0.07, p=1.7 10 -29 , rank sum test, N=315 flies). Thin lines show the probability, for several individuals, of observing unmixed pulse trains with at least 3 pulses using original (left) and shuffled (right) pulse labels. The thick black line corresponds to the average over all flies. C Relative deviance reduction in a generalized linear model that predicts the choice between pulse types (P slow versus P fast ) from different sensory features (see Methods for details). Distance is most predictive of pulse choice. Each dot corresponds to the performance obtained for a fit to subset (80%) of the data. D Fraction of P slow out of all pulses produced as a function of distance. Flies bias towards P slow when close to the female (r 2 =0.92, p=1.0x10 -9 ). Thin lines correspond to individual D. melanogaster strains, and the thick shaded line depicts mean ± SEM. E Fraction of P slow in flies with different sensory manipulations. Blind flies but not pheromone insensitive (PI) or deaf flies produce more P fast , indicating that distance estimation requires visual cues. N flies indicated in parentheses and p-values are from a two-tailed t-test. F A song mode's carrier frequency strongly correlates with its amplitude (r 2 =0.86, p=2x10 -51 ). Dots correspond to the mean carrier frequency and amplitude (peak to peak) of sine (blue), P slow (red) or P fast (orange) from 47 males of the D. melanogaster strain NM91. Grey lines connect song modes of individuals, thick black line is the result of linear regression. G P fast (orange) is louder than P slow (red) at all distances and is the only pulse type that is amplitude modulated (P fast r 2 =0.86, p=1.1x10 -7 , P slow r 2 =0.03, p=0.5) (mean ± SEM across 8 D. melanogaster strains). H, I Average P slow (H) and P fast (I) shape produced at different distances from the female (see colorbar). N= 330759 pulses from 315 individuals and 8 different D. melanogaster wild types strains. The shape of both pulse types changes only minimally with distance. J Rank correlation between female speed and the amount of sine song (blue) or the number of P slow (red) or P fast (orange) pulses per 30 second time window as a function of distance (mean ± SEM across 8 strains). Sine and P slow are negatively correlated with female speed for almost all distances. P fast only slows females down for distances between 6 and 9 mm. Note the positive correlation when the male is very close to female for all song modes.
Figure 4: The activity of song command neurons and wing muscles affects the choice between song modes.
A Schematic of three elements of the putative song pathway [1, 4] manipulated in this study. The total number of neurons per hemisphere is indicated in parentheses. P1 neurons are activated by female cues and are local to the brain. We used two separate drivers to label P1 neurons (R71G01 [5] and P1a [6] -see pictogram in Supplementary Figure 4B for more information on which neurons are labeled by these drivers). pIP10 is a descending neuron. ps1 is a motor neuron that innervates the ps1 wing muscle [4] . B 1-3 Population average song probability for producing sine song (blue), P slow (red) or P fast (orange) upon optogenetic activation of P1 (R71G01) (B 1 ), P1 (P1a) (B 2 ), and pIP10 (B 3 ). The trials lasted 3 seconds with the LED being activated (shaded gray area) for 300ms (duty cycle (DC) 0.1) and 2700ms (DC 0.9). Shown are data for three out of nine DCs tested (see Supplemental Figure 4A for the full data set). B-D: Average over 6 P1 (R71G01), 6 P1 (P1a), 3 pIP10 flies, 30 trials per fly and DC. C 1-3 The dominant song mode (color coded, see legend in A) as a function of time for all nine LED DCs tested. Vertical black lines indicate the duration of the stimulation. When the LED is on, P1 (R71G01) (C 1 ) and P1 (P1a) (C 2 ) stimulation strongly drives sine song production, while pIP10 (C 3 ) drives mainly P fast (orange). Sine song is produced after LED stimulation in pIP10. D 1-3 Latency to peak probability for P slow (red) and P fast (orange) for all nine DCs tested (p-values in the plot are the result of two-tailed Wilcoxon rank sum tests between all pairs, corrected for multiple comparisons using the Bonferroni method). pIP10 activation consistently drives P fast with shorter latency than P slow (D 3 ). There is no such consistent difference in latency between pulse types for P1 (R71G01) (D 1 ) and P1a (D 2 ). E P slow fraction produced by males courting a female when pIP10 is inactivated (gray, using TNT or Kir2.1, respectively) and in control flies (blue). pIP10 inactivation during courtship leads to significantly more P slow (ANOVA (p=6x10 -17 ) followed by a Tukey-Kramer post hoc test, p-value is corrected for multiple comparisons). Number of flies for each genotype given in parentheses. F Fraction of P slow pulses out of all pulses produced as a function of distance to the female in ps1-control flies (purple, inactive TNT expressed in the ps1 motorneuron) and ps1-inactivated flies (gray, functional TNT expressed in ps1). Shaded lines indicate mean ± SEM across flies). The magnitude of the modulation of pulse choice with distance is strongly reduced upon ps1 inactivation (ps1-control: r 2 =0.92, p=3x10 -5 ; ps1-TNT: r 2 =0.72, p=7x10 -7 ). G P slow fraction in ps1-TNT flies (gray) and ps1-control flies (purple). Ps1 inactivation reduces the fraction of P slow pulses produced (p=0.03, two-tailed Wilcoxon rank sum test). H Raw microphone amplitude of P slow (left) and P fast (right) pulses in ps1-TNT (gray) and ps1control (purple) flies. Ps1 inactivation reduces the amplitude of both pulse types (p=2x10 -4 for P slow and 0.02 for P fast , two-tailed Wilcoxon rank sum test). I Shapes of the P slow (top) and P fast (bottom) pulses in ps1-ctrl (purple) and ps1-TNT flies (gray). Lines correspond to averages over pulses of each type for each fly. P slow slows and widens weakly with ps1 activation. F-I: N=7 control flies (23636 pulses) and 18 experimental flies (14417 pulses).
SUPPLEMENTAL FIGURES:
Supplemental Figure 1 : P fast and P slow are distinct song modes A Distribution of carrier frequencies for all 21,104 waveform shapes in Fig. 1C , separated by watershed clusters from Fig. 1E (see legend for color code). B True (left) and false (right) positive rates for the automatic segmentation of pulses from D. melanogaster (grey), D. mauritiana (green), and D. simulans (purple). True positive rates (left) are high for all species (>74%) with only few false positives (right, <7%). D. mauritiana (green, left) exhibits slightly elevated false positive rates because this species tends to produce a lot of movement noise during courtship. C A template-based pulse type classifier was trained by projecting each pulse onto the P slow and P fast centroids obtained from the cluster analysis. Each dot represents on pulse colored by the pulse label assigned in the cluster analysis. Red and orange lines correspond to the contour enveloping 95% of the pulses for each pulse type. A quadratic decision boundary is then determined using Quadratic Discriminant Analysis (QDA) to classify novel pulses based on their projection values. D Test performance of the QDA classifier for the strain on which the classifier was trained on (NM91, red) -using a set of pulses not used for training -and for 7 completely new D. melanogaster wild type strains (grey). Note the y-axis starts at 0.9 to highlight differences between strains. The classifier generalizes excellently across wild type strains of D. melanogaster.
Supplemental Figure 2 : P fast and P slow are produced by strains of several Drosophila species A, B Pulse carrier frequency (A) and pulse symmetry (B) for P fast (orange) and P slow (red) centroids of all individuals for the 8 D. melanogaster, 3 D. simulans, and 3 D. mauritiana strains. P slow tends to be the slow and symmetrical, and P fast tends to be the fast and asymmetrical pulse type in all individuals. Numbers in parentheses indicate the number of pulses (top) and flies (bottom) tested for each strain and species. C Clustering pulses with randomized sign produces clusters in which each pulse type appears in a version with "correct" (top, bright colors) and inverted (bottom, darker colors) sign. D Wing cut males (N=20 pairs, a single wing of the male (either left or right) cut 24h before the experiment) produce less song than intact controls (N=17 pairs) (p=0.01, two-tailed Wilcoxon rank sum test). E All pulses (wing intact -red, top; single wing cut -bottom, blue) were embedded into the same tSNE space and clustered to identify P slow and P fast pulses (boundary between pulse types is marked by a thick black line). We then compared the distribution of pulses in tSNE space between the population (left) and individuals (right) (distributions where estimated as for the pulse clustering, see STAR Methods for details). Wing cut males (bottom) produce pulses with a distribution that tends to resemble that of the population. By contrast, the pulses of intact males seem to be more "idiosyncratic" than those of wing cut males -meaning the pulse distribution in intact males is very dissimilar to that of the population. F We quantified the similarity of the pulse distributions of individuals and the population in tSNE space using the Kullback-Leibler divergence (KL) for both pulse types: D KL (p pop , p ind ) = ∑p pop log 2 (p pop /p ind ) where p pop and p ind are the distributions of pulses in tSNE space for the population and for individuals, respectively, as shown in E. Wing cut flies (blue bars) have smaller KL values (meaning higher similarity to the distribution of the population) than intact flies (red bars) (p=2x10 -5 , two-tailed Wilcoxon rank sum test). G The variability of pulse shapes -given by the entropy of the distribution of pulse shapes in tSNE space -changes only little, indicating that the lack of a wing does not strongly affect the diversity of pulses produced (p=6x10 -6 , two-tailed Wilcoxon rank sum test).
Supplemental Figure 3: Correlation between song modes and female speed
A, B, C Rank correlation between female speed and amount of sine (A) or number of P slow (B) or P fast (C) pulses per 30 second time window of courtship (8826 windows from 315 D. melanogaster pairs used). If receptive, females slow down in response to song {Coen et al. 2014}. Individual points correspond to individual time windows, shaded lines are the binned averages (mean ± SEM). Bin width was chosen adaptively such that each bin contains the same number of data points. Only the amount of sine song and P slow are strongly correlated with a reduction in female speed (rank correlation values indicated in each panel, sine r=-0.19, p=2x10 -74 ; P slow r=-0.25, p=2x10 -129 ; P fast r=0.05, p=2x10 -5 ).
Supplemental Figure 4: Three different song pathway neurons and their role in song patterning
A Population average song probability for producing sine song (blue), P slow (red) or P fast (orange) upon optogenetic activation of P1 (A 1 ), P1a (A 2 ), and pIP10 (A 3 ). Same data as in Fig. 1B in the main manuscript but with all nine DCs used. Black lines show the trial and population averaged male speed. B Schematic of the labelling of P1 (R71G01) and P1 (P1a). pC1 (black) is an anatomical cluster of neurons that are DsxM+. P1 (green) is a subset of pC1 that is also FruM+. R71G01 [5] (labelled "P1 (R71G01)" in our figures) labels 5-7 P1 neurons, in addition to 10-17 pC1 neurons and many other neurons in the fly. P1a [6] labels the same set of P1 neurons as R71G01 but only 8-10 FruM-pC1 neuron and a few other neurons. C, D P slow (red) and P fast (orange) shapes (C) and frequencies (D) for optogenetic activation of P1 (R71G01), P1a, and pIP10. D. melanogaster wild type data shown for comparison. Number of flies for panels C and D are given in parentheses in panel D. E Spectra of P slow (top) and P fast (bottom) in ps1-ctrl (purple) and ps1-TNT flies (grey). Note the small peak shift for P slow for ps1 inactivation. F Frequency of P slow (right) and P fast (left) pulses for ps1 control (purple) and ps1 experimental (gray) flies. Each dot corresponds to the frequency of the average pulse for one individual (N=24 experimental flies (36358 pulses) and 8 control flies (25850 pulses)). Inactivation of ps1 decreases P slow but not P fast frequency (P fast , p=0.1; P slow p=0.01, two-tailed Wilcoxon rank sum test). E-F: N=7 experimental flies (36358 pulses) and 24 control flies (25850 pulses).
